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With the PF3 2019 spring season just
around the corner, it's time to preview
what is shaping up to be an explosive
season. Before we get into the previews I
want to remind everyone, every player
needs to sign the roster before they can
play. If any players are on the suspension
list, they need to fulfill the requirements
before they can be reinstated. This season
we will be more attentive to how teams
leave their sidelines after games. If your
team leaves your sidelines trashed, fines
will be handed out. Please read through
the rules and regulations as it is your
responsibility to know them. Now with all
that being said, onto the previews.

Looking to defend their title, The Bros will need to be prepared for everyone's best shot. Going into
this season they will be a huge benefactor of continuity. They don't have very many changes on the
personnel front but they have made a few tweaks to their game plan. They'll look to pick up the
pace a little which will surely keep defenses on their heels and could wear anyone down who isn't in
tip top shape. With 2x Atlas Award winner Donell Wells leading the charge on offense, explosive
touchdowns could be coming at a record pace. What made The Bros a Champion was how balanced
they are with their explosive offense to a defense that’s just as explozive. On defense they are
littered with PF3 All Pros from Greg Jackson up front to Donell Wells, Jamiko Verner, and Mark
Henderson on the back end. Greg Jackson tied for the lead league in sacks last season to come
away with the Titan Award. Jamiko Verner made plays all over the field and grabbed the Ironman
award for his efforts. You can see why the Bros are defending champs with so many play makers all
over the place. Donell was quoted as saying "I think our biggest worry will be complacency." That it
will be but if they can come out with the fire and intensity to repeat then they shouldn't have too
many issues.
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After last year's close loss to The Bros in the Championship, six time PF3 champions CTS are looking
to rebound and get #7. They got some extra work in over the winter when they traveled to Vegas.
The extra work should help keep them in great shape for the coming season. They have added
some new young talent however their identity is being held under lock and key until the season
begins. Knowing how well CTS can recruit, whoever they bring on will be a pain for the opposition.
Who we do know is returning will be 3X Atlas Award winner Duece Richardson at QB. I was able to
see the passion and focus Richardson brings to the field while in Vegas which is second to none. He
may not run as much as in his younger days but that escape ability is still there. We know he'll still
have Mitch Colin who continues to grow in the system and can make some incredible contested
catches. Colin was voted as an All Pro last season, which in my eyes was his best season to date. On
the defensive side CTS is still stacked with talent. The defensive captain and All Pro middle
linebacker Scott O'Hara leads this defense with ease and in my opinion, is the league’s best MLB.
Pairing with O'Hara is fellow All Pro, Jason Davis at one of the CB spots. Look for this immensely
talented team to make the playoffs as one of the top two seeds.
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Last season Mile High Built made the playoffs as the third seed but lost out to the eventual champs
The Bros. That game was in many minds the game of the year. 5x Atlas Award winner Artie "The
Ghost" Barceló will once again orchestrate MHB's offense. MHB will add to their long list of pass
catching weapons as they have added TJ Benavides. For TJ it will be his first time going against the
big boys of the Pro division. He should be able to hold his own as he does possess the speed and
talent. Pairing him up with Tommy Hilbert and Preston Garcia will make for a heck of a receiving
core. Their defense is absolutely no slouch with All Pro defensive backs Ross Alisiani and Keith
Truitt. Mile High Built is one of those teams that you can never count out of being in the post
season race. The spread offense that Artie implements is one tough cookie to crack. The offense
almost garnered the PF3'S first 1000 yard runner but Artie fell short with 862yards last season.
Could MHB break even more PF3 records this year?
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After having a disappointing Best of the Best result, the NoCo Bulls flipped the script for the Fall
PF3 season. They finished the season going 5 and 2 earning them the fourth seed for the playoffs.
Helping them earn that was the All Pro play of left tackle Mason Barrett. Even though he was their
only offensive lineman to gain accolades last season, the entire line does a great job of providing
David Knighton with a pocket. With that pocket, Knighton should be able to get the ball to All Pro
WR CJ Lovett. Helping to keep defenses honest will be Daniel Masifilo who will be returning after
two seasons off. Look for the NoCo Bulls to build on having the second ranked team sacks on
defense. Leading that sack effort is Mike Timm who told me he is gunning for that sack record too.
With that we could be in for quite a show between Timm and Donovan Haynes of Menace. With all
the attention on Timm, it could open up more opportunities for Martavius Foster to get way more
than the 5 sacks that he had last season. Josh Morris and CJ Lovett lead the team in interceptions
last season, both with two apiece. If they can improve on the takeaways, the Bulls could be that
much more of a championship contender.
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Even though the Huskers went 4 and 3 in their first season of A league, it was looked at as a
disappointing season. The hype that followed them after an impressive single season stint in the B
league was one reason of disappointment, at least in my eyes anyway. The inconsistent roster from
week to week was one reason the team had issues trying to find continuity. After talking to team
captain Mario Lopez, this year they will run with a little more tightened roster. So look for the
Huskers to be close to if not running ironman at certain times throughout the season. Now for the
burning question of who will be the QB of the Huskers? It will be none other than Supra Mario
Lopez himself. Last year in a short amount of time he passed for 442 yards and 6 touchdowns. Not
too shabby numbers and he was smart with the ball not throwing an interception. He'll of course
have Antoine Kelly as one wide out and they will be getting Antuan ”Spyder” Bloom back in the
mix. The addition of Spyder will help as the Huskers lost All Pro David Bowen to a broken foot. The
loss of that All Pro hurts but they still have Mario Lopez, Ceddy Mauga, Antoine Kelly, and Stephen
Mamuzich left as All Pro's. Looking to rebound in a big way, I definitely would be on the lookout for
the Huskers to make some noise this season.
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Even though our commissioner Jesse Eaton played in the Best of the Best tournament last summer,
he is making his true come back this season. This will be his first full season back after his accident
and it’s a blessing to have him back on the field. Menace has missed him dearly as their offense just
hasn't been the same. It will be good to see him tossing the rock to Kyle Bowers and Kyle Trinidad
among others again. Menace will also be getting Dane Robinson back from his torn Achilles. In
addition to having one of the best offensive lines with Robinson, All-Pro lineman Carlos Romero,
and Bryan Bailey, Menace has added stud tackle Dallas Sandberg. One new toy who Jesse will be
throwing the ball to is last season’s B league championship offensive MVP Andrew Bergner.
Bergner was a big time weapon for the Oilers on both sides of the ball. I can't forget Menace's
defense which might be relied upon in the beginning of the season while Jesse finds his groove.
Putting constant pressure on opposing QB’s will once again be All-Pro pass rusher Donovan
Haynes. Haynes tied for the Titan Award for being the sack leader last season. That is his third Titan
award and he'll surly be looking to get #4. I asked Donovan what his sack goal was, he said "New
records every year." So we should be on the lookout for around 20 sacks from Mr. Haynes. To help
lock down the backend Menace will welcome back All Pro Jordan Williams. Even though Menace
has a very well balanced team, the determining factor will be how quickly Jesse can come back to
form.
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When it came time to find out the new happenings with the Goats, Anthony Rankin gave me the
most Bill Belichick answer, "we're focusing on the first week." I was also sworn to secrecy on some
of their new additions that everyone will see come week one. So all I am left with is to talk about
the seasoned vet and team captain at WR and playing some DB when needed. I know you all are
jumping for joy. With joking aside, the core of this team has remained the same for a few seasons
now and they have shown progression even if the standings haven't shown it. Don't let the absence
of any All Pro's from last season fool you, Eric Foxworth looks as explosive and shifty as ever. I have
been told the Goats are relishing the idea of being the underdog. They need to do something
because the lack luster 46 points scored last season will not get them very far this season. Leading
the Goats in sacks last season was Conor Sparacio with four. There was only one additional sack for
the teams total but the additions I've witnessed firsthand should at least double that number.
Rankin has been hard at work trying to right the ship and bring the Goats back to prominence.
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Now introducing the undefeated 2017 and 2018 B league Fall Champions, the Oilers! As the B
league champions they have earned the right to move up into the A league and compete. This will
be their second stint in the A league as the first one didn't go quite as they expected. They didn't
come away empty handed from that season even while taking a shellacking. They learned playing a
significant amount of man coverage is just asking for big plays against your defense. The next
lesson was twofold, the pass rush comes in a blink of an eye and to combat that pass rush you need
some big guys up front. They've turned over about half of their squad and have recruited like crazy.
Some original members still in place are team captain Mike Uribe, Ryan Conrad-Davis, Ryan
Perotin, and Taylor Wells. It remains to be seen how the Oilers have changed their offense if they
even did from the fall season. If they didn't, I don't know if they'll put up enough points against
these high flying teams to come away with wins. I do believe they have the defense to compete and
the relentless defensive line to keep them in games. I mentioned earlier how the Goats are
accepting the underdog role, well the Oilers are the true underdogs since they had to work to get
back into A league. They'll unfortunately draw the A league champions in week one.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
This spring season we will see a group of
twelve teams in the B league all vying to
become the next A league team. Out of
the twelve teams we only truly have one
“new” new team the other eleven have
played in PF3 as either a different name or
a few years ago. The road to the playoffs
will not be a cake walk for any team as it
looks to be a very competitive season. We
will have one division with the top eight
making the playoffs. At least with the one
division it will guarantee the top eight will
battle in the playoffs. For my review of
the B league I am going to separate the
teams into three categories of my own
opinion; the top dogs, good but decent
amount of questions, and the can make
playoffs but have a steep hill to climb.
Without further blabbing on, a preview
for your reading pleasure.
The Top Dogs: KRYPTONITE – PRESEASON # 9
After coming up short in the Championship round, Kryptonite is considered as a top dog even if
they have a few questions. Their top dog status is due to the success they had last year and due to
their stifling defense. That defense is captained by long time baller and middle linebacker Steven
Heit. On offense they'll turn back to Jovan Mays who can beat you with both his arm and legs. The
questions with this team come down to the roster. Last season Kryptonite was made up of at least
four different PF3 B league teams. Some of those guys are going back to their previous teams along
with a couple guys getting recruited to the A league. Who or how will Kryptonite replace those
guys? Even with that question they should be good enough to finish in the top four of the league.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
The Top Dogs: DENVER ROCKERS – PRESEASON #10
One of the most veteran teams out there in today's flag football, The Rockers boast a countless
number of championships in multiple leagues. Lead by 20+ year flag football legend QB Pat Yanda,
the offense is a well-oiled machine. The precision routes that Pat requires is one reason for the
success of the offense. Last season the Rockers were afforded an opportunity to play in the A
league because of how well they played in the PF3'S very own Best of the Best tournament. The
results were polar opposites as some transitioning in the roster was taking place and the defense
was not up to snub for the A league. The Rockers have never been known for their defense but don't
sleep on them as there is talent on that side of the ball. The Rockers had three wide receivers in the
top five for catches in the A league last season which speaks wonders to how this offense is. How
that defense holds will determine what seed they can obtain for the playoffs.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
The Top Dogs: MATADORS – PRESEASON # 11
After taking a season away from the PF3, you wouldn't think the Matadors would be considered a
top team. Well, with myself being in the know, I know how solid this team is. They have taken a
couple of championships in their time away, one in the Apex league and one in the Hyland hills
league. They traveled to California and competed in the Battle California tournament making it to
the Championship game but falling just shy to the CV Demons, one of the top teams in the nation.
They bring a very well-oiled offense and have had continuity for a while now. Leading that offense
is QB Will Stebbins. He is very efficient in distributing the ball to all of his WR's and is more elusive
then you think. Defensively this squad can be as tough as any other. Leading them on the backend
is captain Jahar Staples along with fellow CB Chris Alexander. Look for the Matadors to be in the
mix for a top seed.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
The Top Dogs: SWAT – PRESEASON # 12
Swat made it to the semi-finals in last season’s playoffs but fell to The Oilers, the eventual B league
champs. In the last two seasons, Swat has not only made the playoffs but have made it to the finals
or semi-finals with different QB’s. What that tells me is regardless who the QB is, this team is
stacked all around. If they can figure out the QB I think they could be considered an A league team.
In my eyes their pass rush has A league potential. That pass rush is one reason why they have such a
dominant defense. In the past, they've had moments of self-destruction at key times that derailed
their game. All teams have mental break downs but theirs seem to be bigger because of the key
times they have happened. They've worked somethings out over the winter while playing in an
indoor league and look for them to be a top seed.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER

The Good But decent amount of questions: DENVER CHIEFS – PRESEASON # 13
The Denver Chiefs are yet another squad that has had a taste of what the A league has to offer but
they didn't fair all that well either. They did put up points on those A league teams but they couldn't
stop a nose bleed back then. Last spring season they appeared to adjust that defense when they
were ranked with the fourth fewest points allowed. That season they platooned between two good
QBs but neither of them can make this season. Who'll they have at QB, is one from the CFL league,
Andrez Gallion. Andrez is slowly making the transition into playing 8man flag football but it has
been a learning curve for him. If the Chiefs have their solid O-line, Andrez can be very efficient. To
me, how successful their season is will depend on if they continue to have a solid defense and how
well Andrez makes the transition, especially to a more competitive league like PF3. I’m anticipating
a possible getting to know each other time at the beginning but at the end of the season they will
be clicking just in time to grab a late seed for the playoffs.
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The Good But decent amount of questions: DENVER LIGHTNING – PRESEASON # 14
Going six and one last season was probably one of the best seasons the Lightning have had in their
tenure of the PF3. This team started off strong on defense but about midway through the season
they started to show cracks in the armor. They ended up making the playoffs as the #2 seed last
season but fell by a touchdown to Kryptonite. The Lightning are best known for their spread
offense which they do a lot of different things from. Along with the issues on defense, the Lightning
have some streaks that the offense will get out of sorts and it takes a while for them to get back on
track. During those low times they can have multiple three and outs which gets them behind. They
usually will come back into the game but sometimes too late. I see them as a playoff team again
especially if they face teams that don't know how to defend that spread system. Unfortunately for
them this is a pretty veteran laden league this season. With that said I see a mid to low seed for the
playoffs.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
The Good But decent amount of questions: FOE - PRESEASON # 15
One team that I was shocked to see was average (per their record last season) was FOE. Now when
you read that you think “Ehh” but I don't mean average in any offensive manner. Their strength was
definitely a dominant defense. That defense produced the #1 points allowed with only 47 last
season. That is damn good but they struggled on the offensive side to take advantage of those
defensive stops. It wasn't for lack of talent but just something was not clicking. They got into the
playoffs as the four seed but lost to Swat by a touchdown. They still have a decent amount of guys
who were on the team that made it to the A league. FOE is the fourth B league team that has
experienced playing in the A league. This team is a whirl wind team that plays to their potential but
then will have games that leave you wondering. The offensive questions and that inconsistency
some times are the major reason for this placement but I do see them being a mid to high seed with
potential to be a top seed.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
The Good But decent amount of questions: THE DISCIPLES – PRESEASON # 16
Not a new team but just a new name, The Disciples are basically the former Alphas. They will have
lefty QB Dero Ard leading them on offense. He has made strides as a pure passer over time but
what makes him dangerous is his take off speed. Since the last time this team played in PF3 they
have lost TJ Benavides. They do have Aaron Dacus who is fast and shifty. I've seen him with
Kryptonite last season and with Alphas over the winter, this dude is a player. He can take a short
screen to the house on any given play. He has a natural running back mentality of get the rock and
going north and south. I'm fully expecting Michael Coleman to be lining up at corner and WR but I
have not confirmed this. This team has shown potential in taking the steps into the next tier but
they still are learning. This is still a fairly young team but they are trending upwards. I could see
them making the playoffs but if they don't then it will be by the smallest of margins.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
Can make playoffs but have a steep hill to climb: TNT – PRESEASON # 17
Some teams know TNT but there are a few that have no clue who they are. I remember playing
TNT, a powder blue jersey team way back in 2005 in the foothills league, when I first started a flag
football team. They slaughtered my team as we had absolutely no clue what we were doing. Since
then I've notice them pop up every so often. They've competed in the PF3 before and even have a B
league championship under their belt from the 2014 spring season. Now from the PF3 records, TNT
has never competed in the A league. Another very veteran team and I hear that Dave Maestas will
be running at QB for them. Now don't take that running literally because Dave is one of the few
pure pocket QBs. Being an older team and coming back into such a strong league is the biggest
reason for them being here in the third tier. I wouldn't be shocked if they make the playoffs but I
also wouldn't be shocked if they don't.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
Can make playoffs but have a steep hill to climb: SUDDEN IMPACT – PRESEASON #18
Now we get to Sudden Impact who finished last season at 2 and 5. This team is somewhat of a
conundrum, some games you think they should win they lose and when you are counting them out
they come away with the W. I’m not sure who they are going to have at QB but not having a
consistent QB was a huge detriment to the team. In my opinion they have a good O-line with Zach
Hum leading the way at center. Over the last couple seasons, the lack of depth over the course of
the season was another huge issue. If my old man brain remembers correctly, I think there were a
few games they started with seven guys. I know Wes Olmsted has been recruiting so he might have
fixed the depth issue. Really, I have Sudden Impact in the bottom tier because of the amount of
questions on their overall roster. I know with their core guys they have a solid mid-level team but
the pieces that are in question can really make or break your team.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
Can make playoffs but have a steep hill to climb: MUSTANGS – PRESEASON # 19
At the start of the spring league conversations, Celestino Archuleta wasn't sure if he'd play in both
the PF3 league and the South Suburban as both overlap some. Some issues are getting the same
roster to play in both leagues back to back on the same day. So I knew his concern was valid but I
am glad he has chosen to play in both. The no quit attitude of Celestino is admirable and he
definitely recruits up a storm. I am at a loss as to what the Mustangs will bring to the field. I have
seen a couple different rosters since last spring. Last spring’s roster made some noise and ended
the Mustangs playoff drought. Hopefully they can continue to build upon that success. They
improved the most on defense last season but still needed a ton of work on offense. If they
combine the defense of last season with the offense they had in the Dome league then I could see
them making the playoffs again. But missing either one might spell for another missed playoff
season. With this season being so stacked, I wouldn't gauge success on wins and losses if I were the
Mustangs.
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BY MICHAEL PARFITT
COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER
Can make playoffs but have a steep hill to climb: THE MOB – PRESEASON # 20

We only have the one new team this season and it is The
MOB. What I’ve learned is they are a true new team. A lot of
the guys have played together before but I don't know if
that was in flag or tackle football. There definitely will be a
learning curve it sounds like, they are still trying to figure out
what their own strengths are. They believe they have a good
pass rusher in Logan Smith. Along with Logan, look for Cody
Cushman to hold down the middle linebacker spot. We shall
see how their QB’s will fair but what we do know is their
names, John Finch and Mike Burns. I personally don't think
I've played against any of these guys but I hope they can
bring some new talent to the league. With this being such a
new team regardless of how talented they may be, it will be
tough for them to make the playoffs especially with all the
veteran teams this season. The Sharks from last season
were stacked with talent however, with the lack of flag
football experience, they looked totally lost for the first four
weeks then it started to slowly come together. Either way I
wish Mob good luck and I’ll get to know you guys better
throughout the season.
I want to wish all the team’s good luck except when you go up against my team. I do want to
mention that Jerrad Burdick had accepted a position with the league and will be serving as field
manager in the B league along with myself. I will be covering some A league games along with
some B league games. With the addition of the All Pro teams last season it caught a lot off guard.
We are planning on continuing the All Pro teams and hope to improve the voting process and the
amount of people voting. So if everyone can keep All Pro’s in mind throughout the season so that
you have an idea of who to vote for at the end of the season. With that said let's have another great
season and let's try to keep the league free of fights.
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Anonymous
'5th Down" Author Unknown
Some preseason thoughts….

Excited to see what this season brings. The A league has 8 teams again. Why
only 8? They ever gonna go to 10? 12? Just curious, I digress. The Bro’s finally
lived up to their potential and won themselves a championship. Could this be
the start to a new era? Maybe; tough team to beat, talent at a lot of spots, a
shutdown corner who’s also a great QB? We’ll see if they come out flat this year
or hungry for a repeat title…. CTS is still here, I know that for sure. Just when
you think the dynasty is over, they ante up and get right back in it. The QB on
that team stays hungry, even after a championship; so how hungry is that
team after a tough loss in the finals last season?.... Mile High Built is always in
the mix because of their QB as well. Find me another pro softball player who’s
an All-Pro QB… ON THE SIDE. Don’t forget they’re one 4th and 28 away from
being in the championship game…. The NOCO Bulls, what an interesting team.
A couple seasons ago in the championship game, this team was ahead and had
the ball with under 2 minutes to play and faced a 3rd and 3. Then a false start.
Then an incomplete pass that was almost a perfect throw. Then a bad snap on
the punt. Next thing you know CTS is scoring and holding a 6th trophy. What
if the Bulls had won that game? They’re close every year, and they will be
right there again…. The Huskers, first year in the A league PF3 eight man was
last season. So much talent, everywhere. Who’s their QB? With those wide
receivers does it even matter? I’m curious which direction this team goes this
season…. Menace, they were really good a couple years ago weren’t they?
Don’t worry, I heard what happened, but now who are they? Who’s even on
that team? All good questions. Because last season was terrible. Might be a
team people are rooting for, but nobody thinks they’ll actually win a title….
Hey!! The Goats, another team that’s been around forever, haven’t been good in
a little bit though. Some people say they should just drop down to B to rebuild.
Curious to see what they’re bringing to the table this season. Besides one of the
best receivers all time, can you name anyone else that plays for them? The
Oilers round out the A league this season. The 2 time B league champs with 2
different QB’s. That’s actually kind of impressive. Can they make the jump?
Hope so. Success has to start somewhere…
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Anonymous
'5th Down“ (Continued)
The B league has 12 teams. Pretty deep field this year. That just means the
league is getting better. That’s good. There are a couple teams that think they
deserve to be in the A league now. The Rockers, who’ve been around for like 20
years cause they have a hall of fame QB who can still sling it. Commish made
the call to put them in A last season? Not a good idea. However, they are good
enough to win the B…. Is Kryptonite ready to win one? Got to the championship
last season with a QB who now is with the Disciples (Hey, welcome to the league
Disciples, good team name by the way)…. The Matadors. They should make up
their mind where they want to play. They’re actually a pretty good team. I
heard they wanna show that they’re one of the best teams in the state, but I
hear a lot things…. Swat. Swat has a guy that plays defensive line that might
not have any fat on his body. I would never try to block him, ever. Who is their
QB though?..... I heard the Chiefs don’t have their usual QB, but that could be
okay because the rest of the team is good enough to carry them…. Lightning
runs that spread offense, and they run it very well. Because of this, they always
have a chance to win every game…. Who’s left in B league? FOE… FOE is
another interesting team. A couple years ago FOE got up to the A league didn’t
they? Then they figured out you just can’t have a bunch of athletes and no real
system, but that also tells you how good the athletes were. Hey FOE (another
good team name, Family Over Everything), get back to the A league with those
athletes, cool?..... TNT has a seasoned flag QB who’s seen it all…. Sudden Impact
always wins games you think they have no chance to win….. The Mustangs, I
root for the Mustangs. They play hard, and they come back every year to give
it another go….. MOB is new team. That could be a good thing, could also be bad,
we’ll see…. Didn’t forget about you Disciples, with your QB, you’ll be right there
at the end…..
Just some thoughts before the season starts…

Anonymous
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POWERED BY: L&R PALLET
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TEAM

TREND

1

The Bros (14– 1

2

CTS

-

3

Mile High Built

-

4

NoCo Bulls (1-1st place vote)

-

5

Huskers

-

6

Menace

-

7

Goats

-

8

Oilers

-

9

Kryptonite

-

10

Rockers

-

11

Matadors

-

12

SWAT

-

13

Chiefs

-

14

Lightning

-

15

FOE

-

16

Disciples

-

17

TNT

-

18

Sudden Impact

-

19

Mustangs

-

20

MOB

-

st

place votes)

-
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Favorite
The Bros
CTS
Colorado Huskers
Mile High Built

Line
-9
-4.5
-3
-2

Underdog
Oilers
Noco Bulls
Denver Goats
Colorado Menace

Favorite
Matadors
Denver Rockers
Kryptonite
FOE
Denver Lightning
TNT

Line
-4
-10
-3
-6
-1
-6.5

Underdog
Swat
The Mob
Denver Cheifs
Sudden Impact
The Disciples
Mustangs
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REMINDER: It is on the team captain’s to make sure their players know the rules and follow them.
There is absolutely NO FIGHTING. Doing so will result in HEAVY fines and suspensions. The rules
are there for a reason. If fights happen then we may lose the rights to play on the amazing fields
we have. Also, after each game the sidelines will be checked to make sure the trash has been
cleaned up. Fines will be implemented to teams that leave their sidelines trashed. So please clean
up after yourselves and your fans. Lets have good sportsmanship and have a great season.
The PF3 Code of Conduct/Suspensions/Fines/Penalties document can be found on our website
www.premierflagfootball.com. Click on the Home tab, then select Documents.

FREE AGENT LISTING! GUARANTEED PLACEMENT OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!!
Don't have a team, and have the talent to compete in the PF3's PRO or Competitive levels???
Individuals (18 years and older) looking to play in our league can register here, and get listed on
our Team Captains Facebook page! Free agents must register and pay a $25 fee (plus transaction
fee) to be placed on a league's free agent list. Premier Flag Football Federation will make an
effort to place each and every free agent! If a free agent is unable to be placed on a team, then all
fees will be refunded. Addition team fees may be required by the team that makes the decision to
add free agent to their roster.

Register at: www.premierflagfootball.com/freeagent

March 8, 2019
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BSN - TRIPLE THREAT FLAG BELTS - PF3 APPROVED
Flag football is a game everyone can enjoy. The Triple Threat Flag Football Belt in Red will be
there to join in the fun — game after game. Belt attaches with break-resistant polyethylene clip.
Vinyl-coated polyester flags (three), will not tear; permanently sewn onto web belt. When a
player is tackled, the whole belt comes off so there are no pieces to lose. Washable belt. Sizing
adjusts with slide.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three flags permanently sewn onto the web belt.
Entire belt comes off - no parts to lose! Belts are washable.
Vinyl coated polyester flag will not tear
Flag size: 2 1/4"W x 14 1/2"L
Heavy duty polyethylene "gator clip"
Adjusting slide for sizing
Belt clips are color coded to indicate size

Specify size when ordering:
• SMALL: 22” - 32” RED Belt Clip
• MEDIUM: 28” - 38” YELLOW Belt Clip
• LARGE: 32” - 44” BLUE Belt Clip
• X-LRG: 38” - 52” GREEN Belt Clip

TO ORDER CALL 800.856.3488
Give them our PF3 Account # 2804984
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IF YOU HAVE A COMPANY AND WOULD LIKE TO HAVE AN AD
INCLUDED IN THIS MAGAZINE OR OUR SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES
PLEASE MESSAGE US THROUGH OUR FACEBOOK PAGE!

https://www.facebook.com/PremierF3
WE HAVE SEVERAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AVAILABLE AND WE CAN
ADJUST THEM TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!

ALL MONEY FROM OUR SPONSORS WILL BE USED TO GROW OUR
ORGANIZATION! MORE EQUIPMENT, MORE LEAGUE STAFF,
BETTER WEBSITE DESIGN, ETC .
WE ARE PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH CAPTAINS,
PLAYERS, OR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS WHO HAVE TIES TO OUR
ORGANIZATION WITH SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES WHO WANT THE
EXTRA EXPOSURE! WE WAND TO TAKE CARE OF OUR OWN!!!
BE APART OF OUR GROWTH AND OUR QUEST TO BE ONE OF THE TOP
FLAG FOOTBALL ORGINAZATIONS IN THE STATES!!!
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THE PF3 THANKS YOU ALL FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE
2019 PF3 SPRING LEAGUE!
GOOD LUCK TO ALL TEAMS!

Jesse Eaton - PF3 Owner
Premier Flag Football Federation, LLC
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